JetViewer Gives

Business Overview

When Acrison International’s MD, Doug Henry, first came
across JetViewer he realised it could take their business
intelligence to a new level.
Acrison, a pioneering multinational producer of specialist
powder dosing systems, had valuable information in their ERP
system but could not maximise the benefit it offered, they were
restricted in the way they could access and format the
information.

"JetViewer is much
more than a reporting
tool, it's a portal onto
your whole business"
Doug Henry,
Managing Director,
Acrison International

Acrison are committed to Lean Manufacturing; lowest cost,
smartest production, minimum stock, minimum waste and
efficient and effective systems – and they need information
systems that support this.
They had looked into using some of the leading reporting
tools but found that identifying the information in the first
place was often complex, time consuming and difficult.
JetViewer offered an efficient, intuitive and user friendly
way to find and link across the information in their ERP
system.
For example, Acrison used JetViewer to link between
their sales and purchase orders allowing them to
analyse actual costs and assimilate lessons learned from
previous projects. This meant they could accurately
predict costs and hence provide competitive and
profitable quotations for future projects.

"Successful continuous
improvement requires an
objective view of where your
business stands. JetViewer
will give you this."
Paul Hardwick,
Financial Controller,
Acrison International

JetViewer gives Acrison a joined up view of their
systems – providing an invaluable overview of their
business and allowing them to extract detailed
information on areas of interest as they arise. Being
able to see the full project life cycle allows Doug and
his team to identify the value chain and focus on
areas for lean manufacturing and continuous
improvement strategies.
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